
Spellings



New Curriculum - Year 1/2 spellings

the come go mind clothes past sugar

a some so floor cold father could

do one by because gold class would

to once my kind hold water sure

today ask here behind told again eye

of friend there whole every grass should

said school where any great pass who

says put love child break plant Mr

your are push wild steak path Mrs

they were pull most busy bath parents

be was full both people hour Christmas

he is house children pretty move everybody

me his our climb beautiful prove even

she has door only after half

we I poor old fast money

no you find many last improve



accident centre experience important ordinary reign

accidentally century experiment interest particular remember

actual certain extreme island peculiar sentence

actually circle famous knowledge perhaps separate

address complete favourite learn popular special

although consider February length position straight

answer continue forwards library possess strange

appear decide fruit material possession strength

arrive describe grammar medicine possible suppose

believe different group mention potatoes surprise

bicycle difficult guard minute pressure therefore

breath disappear guide natural probably though

breathe early heard naughty promise thought

build earth heart notice purpose through

busy eight height occasion quarter various

business eighth history occasionally question weight

calendar enough imagine often recent woman

caught exercise increase opposite regular women

New Curriculum - Year 3/4 spellings



accommodate conscience existence muscle rhythm

accompany conscious explanation necessary sacrifice

according controversy familiar neighbour secretary

achieve convenience foreign nuisance shoulder

aggressive correspond forty occupy signature

amateur criticise frequently occur sincere

ancient curiosity government opportunity sincerely

apparent definite guarantee parliament soldier

appreciate desperate harass persuade stomach

attached determined hindrance physical sufficient

available develop identity prejudice suggest

average dictionary immediate privilege symbol

awkward disastrous immediately profession system

bargain embarrass individual programme temperature

bruise environment interfere pronunciation thorough

category equip interrupt queue twelfth

cemetery equipped language recognise variety

committee equipment leisure recommend vegetable

communicate especially lightning relevant vehicle

community exaggerate marvellous restaurant yacht

competition excellent mischievous rhyme

New Curriculum - Year 5/6 spellings



hostile confidence fashionable gesture preferring

obstinate existent adorable gestation preferred

frantic co-operate valuable daylight preference

calamitous co-ordinate believably enlighten transferring

spectacular co-own considerably twilight transference

observant co-author tolerably limelight siege

observance re-enter changeably minibus deceive

expectant re-educate noticeably miniskirt niece

expectancy re-examine dependably miniscule grief

hesitant re-evaluate comfortably minibeast conceive

hesitancy re=energise reasonably minicab receive

tolerant re-elect temper minimum chief

tolerance applicable temperament microwave fiend

relevance tolerable tempered microscope ceiling

innocent operable vary microchip receipt

innocence considerable variation microphone protein

decent dependable varied referring believe

decency comfortable variable referred caffeine

excellent reasonable variance reference seize

excellence perishable digest referee neither

confident breakable congestion prefer commit

Extension spellings 1



additional comprehensive dietician impatient collaboration

anniversary specialist collision illiterate technique

acidic sensational discussion inconvenient analysis

artist energetic attention irresponsible tournament

alliterative journalist electrician abdicate issue

cleverest personally confusion abscond continuous

exceptional thoughtless diction altogether sequence

qualify merciful magician autobiography questionnaire

allergic especially explosion circular potential

balloonist modification percussion bifocals respiration

alternative hungriest proportion auditorium participation

driest marriage demonstration supernatural persuade

medical article completion aquatic persuasion

representative attainable competition circumnavigate evaluation

dramatic hassle contribution claustrophobia miscellaneous

instrumentalist tangible pollution examination exhibition

corrective wrestle foundation publicity specification

nastiest indestructible inaccurate Disobedient rehearsal

occasional susceptible immature Stereotype onomatopoeia

revolutionary respectable antibiotic Mnemonics authority

photographic identifiable miscalculate communication chronological
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